SUCCESS STORY

Hulk doubles the life of Bobcat OE own
brand tyres
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Bickington Farms
Devon, United Kingdom
Bobcat Skid Steer Loader
Agriculture and Allied (Maize and Cattle)
Galaxy Hulk L-5 – 12-16.5

Bickington Farms chose Hulk for their Bobcat skid steers because they are outstanding Value
for money.
Bickington farms use 2 bobcat 2 speed skid steers on Yeo farm near Bickington, Devon. They use 1216.5 tyres on their bobcats and have tested the original equipment that the vehicles are delivered on
against our own Galaxy Hulks with an L5 tread pattern .The original tyres returned 6-700 hrs before
they were completely worn out. The hulks returned 14-1500 hrs at least doubling the performance.
From now on the bobcats will be shod with Hulk to help save money and downtime.
They farm 120 acres of maize and 300 head of cattle. Also on the farm they have a trio of Valtra
tractors and west trailers. The trailers are on Alliance tyres.
The tyres were originally recommended by Richard at Totnes tyres who commented that are performing
very well and keep his customers happy. In fact Colin Wrayford who owns the bobcat pointed out that
while the tyres are lasting so long it means that they are not selling him any more tyres! Richard did
point out though that his business is based around offering the best option for his customers and in the
long term the relationship is built by saving money for them wherever possible.

Colin Wrayford pictured with one of the Hulk L-5
shod Bobcats
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